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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Odem, Mary E.
Title: Mary E. Odem interview recordings, 2006
Call Number: Series No. 219
Extent: 0.25 linear ft. (1 box)
Abstract: The collection includes two digital recordings of interviews conducted by Emory University faculty member Mary E. Odem with Emory alumni Charles C. Haynes and J. Henry Ambrose, about their experiences at Emory during desegregation.
Language: Materials entirely in English.

Administrative Information

Restrictions on Access
Special restrictions apply: Researchers must contact MARBL in advance to access audiovisual and/or digital materials in this collection.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
All requests subject to limitations noted in departmental policies on reproduction.

Related Materials in This Repository
Emory University desegregation collection (Series 99)
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Citation
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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Mary E. Odem is a faculty member at Emory University with joint appointments in the Department of Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies and the Department of History. The subjects of Odem's interviews are Emory University alumni Charles C. Haynes and J. Henry Ambrose who served as presidents of the Student Government Association and the Black Student Alliance, respectively, during the 1969 student protests over racial issues on campus.

Scope and Content Note
The collection includes two digital recordings of interviews conducted by Emory University faculty member Mary E. Odem with Emory alumni Charles C. Haynes and J. Henry Ambrose, about their experiences at Emory during desegregation.

Arrangement Note
Arranged alphabetically by interviewee name
# Container List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   |        | Experiencing Race: The Desegregation Era, Interview with J. Henry "Hank" Ambrose, 2006  
     |        | [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rmksx]  
| 1   |        | Experiencing Race: The Desegregation Era, Interview with Charles Haynes, 2006  
     |        | [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rmkph]  